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Abstract
Graph or network representations are an important foundation for data mining and machine
learning tasks in relational data. Many tools of network analysis, like centrality measures, infor-
mation ranking, or cluster detection rest on the assumption that links capture direct influence,
and that paths represent possible indirect influence. This assumption is invalidated in time-
stamped network data capturing, e.g., dynamic social networks, biological sequences or financial
transactions. In such data, for two time-stamped links (A,B) and (B,C) the chronological order-
ing and timing determines whether a causal path from node A via B to C exists. A number of
works has shown that for that reason network analysis cannot be directly applied to time-stamped
network data. Existing methods to address this issue require statistics on causal paths, which is
computationally challenging for big data sets.
Addressing this problem, we develop an efficient algorithm to count causal paths in time-
stamped network data. Applying it to empirical data, we show that our method is more efficient
than a baseline method implemented in an OpenSource data analytics package. Our method
works efficiently for different values of the maximum time difference between consecutive links
of a causal path and supports streaming scenarios. With it, we are closing a gap that hinders an
efficient analysis of big time series data on complex networks.
1 Introduction
Graph or network models are an important foundation for data mining and machine learning in
relational data. Social network analysis, node ranking, graph mining, and node embedding techniques
help us to identify influential actors in social networks, find cluster or community structures in graphs,
or detect nodes that exhibit anomalous behaviour. Many of those techniques are grounded in the
notion of paths in a network. PageRank [1], e.g., computes visitation probabilities of a surfer following
random paths across hyperlinks. The clustering algorithm InfoMap [2] compresses paths generated
by a random walker to detect community structures in graphs. Similarly, node embedding algorithms
like node2vec [3] use random paths to embed nodes into low-dimensional vector spaces.
A fundamental assumption behind those techniques is that links capture direct influence, while
paths capture the possible indirect influence between nodes. However, a growing amount of data
not only captures direct node interactions but also at which specific times those interactions occur.
Examples include time-stamped data on user interactions in social media, temporal neuronal activ-
ities, time-stamped financial transactions, or temporal sequences of flights between airports. This
time information complicates the mining of temporal network data [4]. A major source of complexity
is that transitive paths that are assumed to exist in network models might actually be infeasible in
the temporal interaction sequence. As an example, if Alice communicates with Bob and Bob com-
municates with Carol, a rumour can only spread from Alice via Bob to Carol, if the Alice interacted
with Bob before Bob interacted with Carol. If the chronological order of interactions is reversed, a
transitive time-respecting or causal path from Alice via Bob to Carol does not exist. Hence, temporal
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information can invalidate the implicit assumption of static network models that paths are transitive,
thus questioning the application of graph mining and network analysis techniques [4, 5].
To address this challenge, a growing number of works utilises higher-order network models, which
can be used to generalise network analysis and graph mining techniques to time series data [6, 7,
8]. The basic idea behind such higher-order models is, rather than exclusively focusing on direct
interactions, to additionally model the causal paths by which nodes can indirectly influence each
other [5]. The inference of higher-order models requires statistics of causal paths, which enables us
to reason about the causal topology, i.e. who can influence whom, in temporal networks.
The application of this approach is currently hindered by a lack of scalable algorithms to efficiently
count causal paths in big time series data. Addressing this gap, the contributions of our work are:
• We introduce and formalize the problem of counting causal paths in temporal networks, which
generalises the counting of time-stamped links commonly used to construct weighted links in
time-aggregated network models.
• We propose the streaming algorithm to count causal paths up to a given maximum length in
big time series data on temporal networks. We theoretically and experimentally show that the
computational complexity of our algorithm linearly scales with the number of time-stamped
links in time series data.
• We show that our algorithm works efficiently for different maximum time differences between
consecutive links that allow to tailor the definition of causal paths to the time scale of data.
• We demonstrate our method in real-world data and show that it outperforms a baseline algo-
rithm implemented in an OpenSource data analytics package for temporal network analysis.
2 Problem and Background
We first specify the type of time-stamped network data and define the notion of causal paths un-
derlying our work. We then formally define the problem addressed by our algorithm.
We consider a set D of (directed) time-stamped links (s, d, t) ∈ V × V × N where s, d ∈ V
are the source and target node of the link respectively, and t ∈ N is the discrete time stamp of an
instantaneously occurring link (s, d) (see left panel in Fig. 1). We call a sequence
p := #                     ”n0n1 . . . nl
of nodes ni ∈ V a causal path for a maximum time difference δ ∈ N iff ∀i ∈ {0, . . . , l − 1}
1. ei := (ni, ni+1, ti) ∈ D,
2. ti+1 > ti, and
3. ti+1 − ti ≤ δ
We highlight that the second condition in the definition above forces sequences of time-stamped
links on a causal path to respect the chronological order. Ignoring this restriction would lead to a
definition of paths by which nodes can influence each other backwards in time. For any δ <∞, the
third condition limits the maximum time difference between any two consecutive links on a causal
path. Clearly, different systems require different values for δ, e.g. for the propagation of rumours in
social networks the value of δ is linked to the “memory” of actors, while for the propagation of an
epidemic it is linked to the time to recovery from an infectious disease. The detection of the optimal
time scale δ to analyse a given data set is an important problem by itself [9] that we do not address,
i.e. for the purpose of our work, we treat the parameter δ as given.
We further define the length ‖p‖ of path p = #                     ”n0n1 . . . nl as the number l of traversed links.
Moreover, we call any sequence of time-stamped links (e0, . . . , el−1) that constitute a causal path
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p one instance of the causal path p in D. With this, we formulate the problem addressed by our
algorithm: Given a data set D of time-stamped links, a maximum time difference δ, and K ∈ N we
want to calculate the number of instances C(p) of all causal paths p with ‖p‖ ≤ K. Formally, we
define
C(p) = |{(e1, . . . , ek) | (e1, . . . , ek) is an instance of p in D}|
A toy example for a set of time-stamped links D and the resulting output C(p) for δ = 2 and K = 2
is shown in Fig. 1. For illustrative purposes, in the left panel of Fig. 1 we show a so-called time-
unfolded representation of a temporal network, where each node is represented by multiple temporal
copies. We note that for a maximum time difference of δ = 2 time units, this example contains
two instances ((a, b, 1), (b, c, 3)) and ((a, b, 2), (b, c, 3)) of the causal path #   ”abc and thus C( #   ”abc) = 2.
This captures the fact that, e.g., an epidemic can spread in two different ways from node a via node
b to node c.
The rationale behind our definition of C(p) – and thus the motivation of our work – is that we
want to count in how many different ways nodes can (indirectly) influence each other in a temporal
network. It provides a natural generalisation of weighted links, which count instances of time-stamped
links in time-aggregated network models [4]. Since each time-stamped link is an instance of a causal
path with length one, C(p) extends the notion of link weights to causal paths of arbitrary length.
This is an important basis to generalise static network models to higher-order models [5].
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Figure 1: For a set of time-stamped links between nodes in a graph, our algorithm efficiently counts
causal paths up to a given length K (right) for maximum time difference δ. In the example above,
for δ = 2 the time-stamped links (b, c, t = 3) and (c, d, t = 5) contribute to a causal path #   ”bcd of
length two, of which a single instance occurs in the data.
Related Work Approaches to find patterns in temporal networks that are related to our work exist
in several research areas, namely (i) works using time-respecting paths in temporal network analysis,
(ii) approaches calculating or estimating the statistics of paths as a basis for higher-order network
models, and (iii) methods to efficiently analyse so-called network motifs in temporal data.
Algorithms to calculate causal or time-respecting paths in area (i) have generally focused on
generalisations of path problems in graph theory to temporal networks [10]. As such, most works
in this line of research have considered algorithms to compute shortest or fastest causal paths [11],
the accessibility of nodes via causal paths with at most length k [12, 13], or the generalisation of
path-based centralities to causal paths in temporal networks [14].
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While the works in area (ii) are an important motivation for our algorithm they have not focused
on algorithmic aspects of efficiently counting causal paths. They have thus either used heuristic
approaches to generate causal path statistics based on simple stochastic models [15] or adopted
simple algorithms that do not scale to large data sets [16].
Taking a different perspective, counting paths in a temporal network can be considered a special
case of counting temporal motifs [17]. We highlight that, while the causal paths counted by our
method for a given K and δ are necessarily K-edge K · δ temporal motifs as defined, e.g., in [17],
the opposite is not true. Hence, our work focuses on a computational problem that, while being less
general then the problem of counting arbitrary temporal motifs, is nevertheless of crucial importance
to study causal topologies in temporal networks. To the best of our knowledge, our work is the first
to provide a fast streaming algorithm to count causal paths in temporal networks for given maximum
time difference δ and maximum path length K.
3 Counting Causal Paths
We now introduce an efficient streaming algorithm, which counts all instances of causal paths of
lengths k ≤ K for a given maximum path length K and a maximum time difference δ between
subsequent links on causal paths (cf. section 2). It uses an iterative approach that incrementally
extends causal paths by moving a sliding time window of length δ over the data. Initially, each time-
stamped link (n1, n2, t) is a causal path #       ”n1n2 of length one that can be extended by time-stamped
links in time window (t, t+ δ]. To denote the extension of a causal path, we define a binary operator
⊕ on a path #                ”n0 . . . nk and a node nk+1 as follows:
#                ”n0 . . . nk ⊕ nk+1 := #                            ”n0 . . . nknk+1
We assume that the time-stamped links in the data D are chronologically ordered, where ei refers
to the i-th link in the ordered sequence. Our proposed algorithm performs a single pass through this
sequence and, for each time-stamped link ei, computes the count Ci of causal path instances ending
with link ei. We define Ci(p) := m, where m counts different instances of causal path p that end
with ei.
To calculate the output C, we iteratively aggregate path counters Ci by a simple addition, i.e.
we sum two path counters C and C ′:
Csum = C + C ′ ⇐⇒ ∀p : Csum(p) = C(p) + C ′(p)
We denote the operation extK(C, n) that takes a path counter C and node n and extends each path
in C with n, thus obtaining Cext:
Cext = extK(C, n) ⇐⇒ ∀p, ‖p‖ < K : Cext(p⊕ n) = C(p)
Our method can now be formulated as shown in Algorithm 1. We explain it step-by-step and
illustrate it in Fig. 2, using the toy example from Fig. 1. We assume time-stamped links to be stored
in a list D with length N , while δ and K are integers. We further assume that the path counts Ci
as well as the overall output C are implemented as dictionaries ci and c respectively, which have
causal paths p as keys and integer counts as values. We do not store paths whose count is zero.
In lines 1 and 2 we initialise the path count dictionary c as well as the time window W . In line 3
we iterate through the ordered sequence of time-stamped links (s, d, t). In each iteration we first
initialize the dictionary ci that represents Ci (line 5). Since a time-stamped link (s, d, t) is a causal
path #”sd of length one we set its counter to one (line 6). We then iterate through the time window
W (line 7 and 8), which contains tuples (sj , dj , tj , cj) representing all time-stamped links (sj , dj , tj)
and causal path counts cj that could be continued as a causal path by link (s, d, t). The red box
in Fig. 2 highlights the time-stamped links and path counts in time window W at iteration i = 6
for δ = 2. If the time-stamped link (sj , dj , tj) in the time-window is outdated (lines 9 and 10), we
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Algorithm 1 Calculate occurrences of all causal paths in data D that are at most K steps long,
assuming parameter δ
Require: D, δ, K
1: c← dict()
2: W ← list()
3: for i in 1 to N do
4: (s, d, t)← D[i]
5: ci ← dict()
6: ci[
#”
sd]← 1
7: for j in 1 to W.length() do
8: (sj , dj , tj , cj)←W [j]
9: if tj < t− δ then
10: W ←W.remove((sj , dj , tj , cj))
11: else
12: if dj = s ∧ t > tj then
13: for p in cj .keys() do
14: if ‖p‖ < K then
15: if p⊕ d not in ci.keys() then
16: ci[p⊕ d]← cj [p]
17: else
18: ci[p⊕ d]← ci[p⊕ d] + cj [p]
19: for p in ci.keys() do
20: if p not in c.keys() then
21: c[p]← ci[p]
22: else
23: c[p]← c[p] + ci[p]
24: W.append((s, d, t, ci))
25: return C
remove both the link and its dictionary cj from W . Otherwise, if a time-stamped link (sj , dj , tj) in
W is continued by (s, d, t) (lines 11 and 12) each causal path p that ends with (sj , dj , tj) is extended
by node d. We thus found new causal paths p⊕ d and update ci such that Ci ← Ci + extK(Cj , d)
(lines 13-18). We next update c such that C ← C +Ci (lines 19-23) and extend the window by one
time-stamped link D[i] and path counts ci (line 24). Once we have completed a single pass over the
time-stamped links, the dictionary c contains counts of all causal path instances with length k ≤ K
and maximum time difference δ.
Computational Complexity In the following, we briefly comment on the computational complexity
of our algorithm.
Assuming that the maximum number of links in the time window is mδ for δ <∞, and that the
input sequence D is ordered, the computational complexity of our method is O(N |V |K2[mδλK−2max +
λKmax]), where λmax is the largest eigenvalue of the binary adjacency matrix of the time-aggregated
network G = (V,E). We note that the maximum eigenvalue λmax is called algebraic connectivity
and is linked to the sparseness of a graph topology. λmax takes a maximum value of |V | for a fully
connected graph G = (V,E). For the special case of δ →∞, mδ scales as N and the scaling is at
most quadratic in the size of the input sequence D.
For the more detailed derivation of the bounds above, we first consider that the maximum number
of links that have the same time-stamp t is bounded above by a constant m for all t. The upper
bound for the number of links in any time window is then mδ = mδ for δ < ∞. Assuming the
number Λ(K) is the upper bound for the possible number of causal paths with length up to K
computational complexity is:
O (N ·K · [mδδΛ(K − 2) + Λ(K)])
We note that the maximum number of (causal) paths of a given length k depends on the topology
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i si di ti ci
0 a b 1 #”ab : 1
1 a b 2 #”ab : 1
2 b a 3 #”ba : 1, #   ”aba : 2
3 b c 3 #”bc : 1, #   ”abc : 2
4 d c 3 #”dc : 1
5 d c 4 #”dc : 1
6 c d 5 #”cd : 1, #   ”bcd : 1, #   ”dcd : 2
7 c b 6 #”cb : 1, #   ”dcb : 1
8 b c 7 #”bc : 1, #  ”cbc : 1
Figure 2: Illustration of one iteration of our algorithm in the example shown in Fig. 1. The left
columns contains the data, while the right column shows path counters ci for δ = 2 and maximum
path length K = 2. The red box shows time window W of links that could be continued by the
considered link (iteration i = 6, highlighted in blue). The right column shows causal path counts
stored in ci after iteration i = 6, with paths from W extended in i = 6 shown in red.
of the underlying graph. The maximum number of paths on a time-aggregated, directed graph is
bounded above by the number of paths in its undirected version G. We can thus derive an upper
bound for Λ(K) based on the topology of the time-aggregated, undirected, graph G = (V,E) of
time-stamped links in D. We note that the number of paths of length k in a graph G can be
calculated as ∑
i,j
(Ak)ij ,
where A is the binary adjacency matrix of G and Ak is the k-th matrix power of A. Assuming A is
positive semi-definite, we can decompose it to A = QΛQT where Λ is a diagonal matrix, consisting
of positive eigenvalues. We can decompose Λ to Λ =
√
Λ
√
Λ, and insert QTQ = 1 in between:
A = Q
√
ΛQTQ
√
ΛQT
We denote Q
√
ΛQT as S, therefore A = STS. The maximum eigenvalue of S, λmax(S) is equal to
the square root of λmax(A). Then, by the definition of the induced norm for matrices, we have:
∀x, ‖S‖2 > ‖Sx‖2‖x‖2
Since ‖S‖2 = λmax(S), ‖Sx‖2 =
√
xTSTSx and ‖x‖2 =
√
xTx we have:
√
λmax(A) = λmax(S) >
√
xTSTSx√
xTx
In particular for x = (1, 1, 1, . . . , 1)T , where x is n-dimensional, and xTx = n:
√
λmax(A) >
√∑
i,j STS√
n
=
√∑
i,j Ai,j√
n
Thus
nλmax(A) >
∑
i,j
Ai,j
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We can can thus derive an upper bound for the number of paths of lenth k:∑
i,j
Akij ≤ |V | · λkmax
where λmax is the largest eigenvalue of the adjacency matrix A, which is also called the algebraic
connectivity of a graph. For Λ(K) we thus obtain
Λ(K) =
K∑
l=1
∑
i,j
Alij ≤
K∑
l=1
|V | · λlmax
Assuming λmax > 1, we find the upper bound:
O
(
N · |V | ·K2 ·
[
mδδλ
K−2
max + λKmax
])
We note that the worst case complexity holds for a fully connected graph, where all sequences of k
nodes constitute a possible causal paths of length k. In this case we have λmax = |V | and the upper
bound is
O
(
N ·K2 ·
[
mδ · δ · |V |K−1 + |V |K+1
])
In the extreme case of δ = ∞, mδ scales as N and the complexity of our algorithm thus scales
quadratically with N , i.e.
O
(
N ·K2 ·
[
N · |V |K−1 + |V |K+1
])
.
This shows that, for any finite maximum time difference δ used in the definition of causal paths,
the runtime of our algorithm scales linearly with the size of the data N . The multiplicative factor in
the term grows exponentially with the maximum causal path length K, with the base that depends
on the sparsity of the graph captured in the leading eigenvalue. We finally highlight that in real-world
settings we are typically interested in causal path statistics for small values of K, corresponding to
the maximum order of higher-order graphical models of causal paths.
4 Experimental Results
We present results of preliminary experiments in which we asses the runtime of our algorithm for
different sizes N of data, for different maximum time differences δ, and for different values of the
maximum length K of causal paths. We compare the runtime of our method to a baseline algorithm,
which has been used to compute causal paths in time-stamped data [16]. We chose this baseline
since (i) other works focus on computing shortest causal paths, which is a different problem, and (ii)
it is available in the Open Source package pathpy1. To count causal paths, the baseline algorithm
performs three steps: First, adopting an approach similar to [10], time-stamped links are represented
as direct acyclic graph (DAG). Second, the DAG is used to compute all causal paths between root
and leaf nodes. And third, all shorter paths of length k contained in those longest causal paths are
counted. Different from the sliding window approach of our method, this algorithm is not suitable
for streaming scenarios.
We assess the runtime of our algorithm in empirical data capturing time-stamped proximities
between students, which was collected by the RealityMining project [18]. It captures N = 1086404
time-stamped links over a period of more than six months between |V | = 96 nodes. Due to the
density of the data, calculating causal paths in this data is challenging with the baseline algorithm,
in particular as δ increases.
Fig. 3 shows the results of our preliminary experiments. The left panel shows the runtime for a
fixed value of δ that corresponds to 30 minutes, and a fixed maximum causal path length K = 4.
1www.pathpy.net
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We show the dependency of the runtime on the size N of the data by running the algorithm on the
first N time-stamped interactions in the RealityMining data set. The results clearly show that our
approach outperforms the baseline algorithm for all values of N . They further support the linear
scalability of our algorithm found in section 3.
The middle panel shows the dependency of the runtime on the maximum time difference δ for
K = 4. Supporting the theoretical analysis in section 3, we find that the runtime of our algorithm
linearly depends on δ. Due to the calculation of causal paths between root and lead nodes in the
DAG, the runtime of the baseline algorithm superlinearly grows with δ, which makes it unsuitable for
big data. For the baseline algorithm we had to skip values of δ larger than 30 minutes due to the
prohibitively long runtime of those experiments.
Finally, the results in the right panel show the dependency of the runtime on the maximum length
K of causal paths. The result again supports our theoretical analysis, which yields a multiplicative
factor that exponentially scales in K. We highlight that this exponential scaling in K is due to the
growth of the output calculated by our algorithm, i.e. the number of causal paths of length up to
K that can exist in the data.
Proposed Algorithm
Baseline
Figure 3: The left panel shows how runtime (y-axis) depends on the number of time-stamped links
N (x-axis) for fixed values of δ = 30 minutes and K = 4. The middle panel shows how the time
needed to process the whole data (y-axis) for fixed K = 3 depends on δ (x-axis). The right panel
shows how the runtime depends on K for fixed δ = 30 minutes.
5 Discussion and Outlook
Causal paths are crucial to understand how nodes in systems with time-varying topologies indirectly
influence each other. This has recently been identified as an important problem in the study of
time series data on complex networks [5]. Fast methods to count causal paths are needed to fit and
select higher-order models, detect paths with anomalous frequencies, model diffusion and epidemic
spreading, rank nodes based on centralities, and detect clusters in big time series data on networks.
To this end, we present a fast streaming algorithm to count causal paths in temporal networks. The
results of our preliminary experiments (i) confirm our theoretical analysis of scalability, and (ii) show
that it outperforms a baseline algorithm implemented in an OpenSource package. Since both the
baseline method and our proposed algorithm are deterministic, our experimental results are based on
a single run in a single data set. More experiments are thus needed to substantiate our findings in a
larger number of big time series data. Our method further has considerable parallelisation potential,
which we will explore in future work. In the light of these perspective, our work is a promising first
step towards scalable data mining techniques for temporal network data.
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